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Abstract
We provide a comprehensive comparison of equity short-selling activity
and option market activity in predicting future returns. We compare the
predictive ability of three variables, namely the equity short interest ratio
(SIR), put-call open interest ratio (PCOIR), and put-call buy volume ratio
(PCBVR). Using the 4-factor risk adjustment model and based on 1-month
holding period, we find the difference between abnormal returns to the
lowest SIR and highest SIR equally-weighted portfolios is 1.60% per
month, while the corresponding differences are 1.02% and 1.72% for
PCOIR and PCBVR portfolios, respectively. The return predictability from
SIR, PCOIR and PCBVR continue for up to 12 months. Based on doublesort portfolio approach and cross-sectional regressions of individual stocks,
we find the predictive ability of PCOIR diminishes after controlling for SIR,
while the predictive ability of PCBVR persists, and even subsumes that of
SIR. There are large negative abnormal returns to stocks with high
PCBVR and small institutional ownership. Since there is less short-sale
constraint for option investors, the evidence cast doubt on the short-sale
constraint hypothesis in explaining predictive ability of SIR.
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